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Presenting Technical Content With Confidence: 
Purpose & Audience Profile Exercise

Think about your next presentation
Identify your Objective: Learn, Assist, Adopt, Decide, Input

 Question

What are they like?

Why are they here?

What keeps them up at night?

How can you solve their problem?

What do you want them to do?

How might they resist?

How can you best reach them?

  Things to Consider

Audience Profile:  From Nancy Duarte’s “Slideology

 Question

What are they like?

Why are they here?

What keeps them up at night?

How can you solve their problem?

What do you want them to do?

  Things to Consider

  Connect at personal level, walk in their shoes

  Willing or mandatory? What do they think they’re      
  going to get from presentation?

  Identify pain points. Use empathy.

  How are you going to make their lives better?

  What’s next?  Clear action for them to take.

Now determine the audience members: Circle the general audience: Engineers, Mangers, 
Upper Management focused or a combination.
Instructions:  You may have more than one audience profile.  Pick one and fill out for this 
Exercise.
Audience Profile for:_____________________________________________
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 Question

What are they like?

Why are they here?

What keeps them up at night?

How can you solve their problem?

What do you want them to do?

How might they resist?

How can you best reach them?

  Things to Consider

 Question
  
What are they like?

  
  Why are they here?

  What keeps them up at   
  night?

  How can you solve their  
  problem?

  What do you want them  
  to do?
  How might they resist?

  How can you best reach  
  them?

  Things to Consider

Veterans of Semiconductor Test working in Fabs, Design, Data Analytics. 
Fresh faces interested in learning more about Data and Testing
Willing participants.  Piqued by the title of the presentation.  They will 
want to know what improvements I can get them.

Improving yield in a high mix factory situation.  Do I have the right data 
to guide decisions?  What if I have IP on multiple products- how do I get 
there?  As a designer how do I know that my design decisions had a positive 
impact on yield

An investment in monitoring IP in a standard fashion enables more rapid 
yield improvement that benefits multiple products.  Choosing to gather IP 
design data for engineers further down the production stream improves 
direction of yield learning for both design and factory engineers
Try this at “home” Folks.  You might not get everything in place at once, but 
you can start.
They might not view IP manufacturability as their problem. Involves too 
much effort.  If it was easy it would already be done.
Pictures and data.  Clear Problem Statement and description of the 
solution.

  How might they resist?

  How can you best reach them?

  What will keep them from adopting your solution?

  People vary in preferences for receiving
  information. Use multiple techniques.

Audience Profile:  Anne’s table for an external workshop paper on IP manufacturability 

Audience Profile for:_____________________________________________
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